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Candidates debate over SG's millions
by Doris Pfister
NEWS EDITOR

The Presidential and Vice Presidential Forum was
held last Wednesday on the Green, with each candidate voicing his opinions and goals concerning Student Government.
The forum opened with Denver Stutler, presidential hopeful, speaking on the proposed $1.4 million
SGbudget.
"I feel the students have a right to be informed on
where their Activity and Service Fee money is going,"
said Stutler.
He then went on to explain the position of SG
president. ·
.
"As I see it, the student body president has to be a
representative of the students, for the students, to
the administration, to the facµlty, to the staff, and to

local and state legislators," said Stutler. He also
explained the job ofbeing a manager, overseeing four
staffmembers and hiring a qualified comptroller and
attorney general.
"I feel the SG president should remember he is a
student and fight for students' rights," explained
Stutler.
..
Stutler then expressed his ideas and goals for
Student Government, explaining that the main prob-:
lem facing any goal was a shortage of money. "The
only way to get money is to keep lobbying for the goals
to see that they remain priorities to the administration, legislators, and students."
Next on the forum was Dash Wendrzyk, opposing
presidential candidate.
Also speaking on the proposed budget, Wendrzyk
said, "I plan to see that the money is spent effectively
and correctly. Currently, a lot ofmoney is going to pad
certain areas and I want. to see the money going
toward· student projects."

'

SEE FORUM PAGE 7

Wendrzyk puts
priority
services

Stutler: lobby for .
union, dorms., lots

by Doris Pfister
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As student senate pro tempore; Wendrzyk ex- ·
plained, "I see what goes on, I know what goes on, and
I want to make a change."
· Rebuttals were the next item on the forum agenda,
beginning with Stutler, who again encouraged students to look at the job of student body president.
Stutler said, "I want to look at broad horizons, get
out and help students as much as I can."
Wendrzyk took to the podium saying, "I think the
president should concentrate on one area, get it done,
and go on to the next thing. The president can't cover
a broad platform all at once; he has to take it one step
at a time."
After a briefquestion and answer session, the vicepresidential debates took place.
John Porter, vice-presidential running mate of
Wendrzyk, began by reviewing the combined experience ofWendrzyk and himself and then moved on to

The Dash Wendrzyk and John Porter ticket
have placed high priority on issues such as the
problems with financial aid, housing, and parking. The planks on which their Student Government campaign platform is based areas follows: ·
• Homecoming Concert: Wendrzyk and
Porter have expressed a ~esire for quality entertainment. Both candidates are currently
members of the homecoming concert planning
committee, and are interested in getting a
quality act for a ·concert. As Wendrzyk
explained,"Athletics has dropped putting on
the homecoming concert. Somebody has to -put
it on, and we would like to get an act that
students will approve of and really enjoy."
• Recreational Services: The candidates
plan on working towards getting new softball
field lights, new dome equipment, and other
recreational equipment for student use. Although the 88-89 budget has not been finalized,
these various forms of equipment have already
been allocated for in the budget. "With the cost
of the s.oftball lights totalling approximately
$60,000, it would be easy to cut [these items] out
of the budget. John and I are really working
toward getting these things kept in the budget."
• Financial Aid: On this issue, Porter expressed a concern for developing a scholarship
search service for students who don't qualify for
financial aid or as. an alternative to financial
aid. ''The bottom line is that financial aid is
being cut, and it will probably be cut more in the
next couple of years. We see the need for an
alternative to financial aid, and we feel that a
scholarship search service is just the ticket."
Wendrzyk added, "Currently at Florida
State, SG works with Financial Aid to help
students find scholarships, and ifUCF doesn't
keep up with progress we'll be left behind."
• Student Union: Wendrzyk and Porter both

Denver Stutler . ~nd Ross Wolf; presidential
and vice presidential candidates, include the
following planks in their campaign platform:
• Student Union Building, Dormitories,
and Parking Lots: Stutler and Ross feel that
these issues must be lobbied for at the local and
state level. According to Stutler, "I can't promise the students these things overnight, [but] I
can promise that I will do my best to get these
long term capital projects on the top of the
priority list for UCF."
· • Clubs and Organizations: The candidates
would like to provide more information and
accessibility to procedures pertaining to funds
and vehicles. "The main problem is the awareness that the student body has toward SG.
Students are unaware of the emergency loans,
SEE DENVER PAGE 6

National board cans 28 UCF Sig-Eps

The problems seem to center
around Robert Goldman, Sig Ep's
controversial chapter advisor. D;m
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Madison, a founding member of
The fate of UCF's Sigma Phi UCF's Sig Ep chapter who was
Epsilon fraternity hangs in the bal- among those' not asked back to the
ance after a national board evalu- fraternity, claimed that Goldman
ation team suddenly dismissed 28 was divisive, taking "certain memmembers.
bers out to eat to get them on his
An estimated 20 additona1 Sig Ep side" of disputes.
members have also decided to leave
Other ex-Sig Eps claim to have
the fraternity because of the event. witnessed Goldman paying for
According to various former mem- other members' initiation fees and
bers, they were ju~ged on five-min- housing. Goldman has also been
ute interviews with representatives accused of allowing pledges to be
from the national board and dis- · initiated without making the reSEE DASH PAGE 7 · missed without apparent reasons.
quired grade point average.

..

by Doris Pfister
and Crickett Drake

More charges were levied when
Sig Ep's Regional Director Eric Pew
arranged a retreat for the members
and only 11 attended. According to
Madison, "members were not informed of the retreat by the executive board," which is headed by
Goldman.
It is suspected by several former
members uf the fraternity that
.Goldman was the one who contacted
the national board. The reason that
the national board gave for their
review of the UCF chapter was a
hazing incident that took place four
SEE FRAT PAGE 5
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Check out sports
writer Scott Broden' s
column of the ongoing
anticts of the men's tennis team. Also, a feature
on tennis player Alberico Menozzi.

•
The elections are
here, but will UCF students vote? The editorial
eliminates the common
student excuses. Also, a
letter from the SG president Roy Reid .
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INVITES THE STUDENT Boov:To HEAR
LECTURER PHILLIP GOLABUK, M.A.

Recovering .From A Broken Heart

•
•

An Alternative to Suffering
Philip Golabuk is the author of Recovering
From A Broken Heart (Harper & Row) and
founder of The Recovering From A Broken
Heart Workshop. He received the M.A.
degree in philoso.phy from the University
of Florida, with specialized studies in
religious philosophy, metaphysics, and
theory of knowledge. His background ·
includes ten years as a college instructor,
during which he taught philosophy,
humanities, and logic, as well as college
courses to prison inmates through a
special outreach study program. He currently lectures and writes both fiction and
non-fiction.
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Wednesday April 13
Dancing
Thursday April 14
James Bond
The Living Daylights
7and9p.m.
Sunday April 17
Spaceballs
9p.m.
Monday April 18
Less Than Zero
7and9p.m.

•

•

J

•

•

April 14
7&9

Apr.ii 17
·9 p.rn.

•

•

April 18
.7&9
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Ponce nab 1 flasher,
another still loose
year, but felt that apprehending a suspect for the latest
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
incident would be more difficult because there has only
Spring is in the air and the been one reported sighting.
flashers are in bloom, or so it McClendon said that many
would seem to UCF police, who times incidents like this are
have had two incidents involv- not reported to the proper auing flashers in the last week.
thorities.
Unlike a flasher who hid in
The suspect is de.scribed .as
the bushes along the _fitness a white male in his mid-twentrail earlier this school year, ties. He has brown hair and
the new flasher operates from weighs about 160 pounds. The
his car and confronts his vic- police have a description of the
tims in the parking lots.
car, a partial description ofthe
The first incident took liscence plate, and are conplace in the ~fternoon . on April tinuing
investigations.
5. A female student was walk- McClendon asked for students
ing to her car in the west lot to look for a Datsun 2-door
behind the education building roaming the parking lots that
when a man in a white 2-door does not seem to be looking for
Datsun stopped behind her car a parking space .
and asked her the time. When
The second flasher was reshe approach.ed the car, she ported to have been seen April
saw that the man had no 8 in the library harrassing a
clothes on from the waist woman on the third floor. Aldown. The man then pro- though the police report could
ceeded to drive off.
not be verified at press time,
Sgt. Sandra McClendon of reliable
sources
have
the· UCF police said "We have comfirmed the incident.
had flashers before, but this is
The -police have apprethe first to use a car." She sajd hended the perpetrator in the
that this flasher is different second' incident. The man was
because "he doesn't have to not a UCF student; therefore,
worry about where he should he .h ad to sign a statement
put on and take offhis clothes." saying that he would never
This, she added, would make it come on campus again.
If anyone has any addieasier for the flasher to pe.rform his act and then leave tional information pertaining
without being. caught.
to either incident, he should
The UCF police caught the contact the UCF police departfitness trail flasher earlier this ment at 275-2425.
by Charles Krawczyk

..

..

Angela Hyde/GENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

PAY TO PET
Cleft to right) Sam Osterman, Pre-Health Professor Dr. Berringer and Becky Thyhnsen stand with
the llama that appeared on campus as q fund raiser for Muscular Distrophy. The event was
held by the Pre-Profes~ional Medical Association.

SG geari_
ng ap for new ·officers
and leadership which will, in tum, enhance the
office. My commitment is to make the staff more
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
professional. By doing this, I feel the student
staff will also become more professional."
"Basically, everyone in SG is working for the
Student Government iS organizing to wel- same goals," explained ·Rogers. "We want to
come the new officers who will be elected April build a quality university which students can·
be proud of and want to attend."
12 and 13.
Rogers stressed the team effort among the
"Student Government is getting things to. gether for when the new president comes in," · SG president, university president, adminisaid Business Manager Mel Rogers. "By the stration, and staff.
elections, we should have the budget and the
"SG continues to be the voice of all students
staff in place. We want to get the new president when it comes to putting together a priority list
up and running as soon as possible."
for student activities. We want to keep commuTwo staff members will be attending a lead- nication lines open at all times, after all, Stuership management seminar in May. Rogers dent Government is 'Students Serving Stusaid, "We're hoping to enhance SG staff skills dents'."
by Doris Plister

UCF News goes "live at 2:00" every Thursday
by Steve Paradis
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

•

The moment was tense.
UCF News entertainment anchorwoman .Christy Murrell's microphone
wouldn't work properly.
During a commercial break, the
mike was replaced by one that didn't
work at all, and only a few seconds
remained before she would hav~ to go
back on air .
Coming back live, Murrell and the
other anchors huddled together for a
single camera shot and ad libbed for the
remaining time.
·
Such crises may not be common, but
the staff ofUnicom's UCF News seem
to take it .all in stride, making sure
viewers never spot any behind-the-

scenes goofs. Every Thursday at 2 p.m.,
One segment of the program talked
the News lets everyone with Ca- about sexually transmitted diseases
blevision Industries' channel 35 know with the focus on AIDS. The story even
displayed a condom, which . prompted
what's happening at the university.
Tlie live broadcast, run entirely by someone in the control room to say, ·
studen ts, goes out mostly to East "Yes, that is a condom."
Switching from stories to public
Orlando and Melbourne residents, but
the program is trying to expand its - service announcements was video tape
signal, Producer Brendan Nelson said. operator Cheri Milewski. She said
"Sometimes we're rushed," Nelson right now "the station only runs the
said, explaining that .rushing causes promos, but Nelson plans next
problems like microphones that don't semester for some paid commercials to
work properly. But everyone seemed be seen.
The UCF News has also covered
pleased after the April 7 broadcast.
Murrell, a freshman communica- stories such as Spring Break, the retions major, said she thought "Why cent water problem on campus and the
regular parking and re-g istration probme?" when her mike .went out.
But other than that, the show went lems, Nelson said.
smoothly, even though they were actuRight now the cost of the programs
ally short of material for the half.hour
comes out of the reporters' and his
show, Nelson said.

.
.
pockets, says Nelson, but many ti:rp.es
videotapes are donated. They use video
equipment in the library for the broad~
casts.
.
Overall, each program costs about
$700 to put on, none of which comes
from the university, Nelson said.
· The students working for the UCF
News come from many different majors. "They are here because of a·common desire to inform students via the
most current medium available, television," said News Editor Charles Martin.
News Anchorwoman Joyce Oktela
said the experience is "beneficial" to
her since she would like to be in broadcast news someday. The senior radio/
television major said she would like to
be an anchorwoman.

New 0-Team going to Tennessee for training, .retreat
by Crickett Drake
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

•

Next year's training session for the new
Orientation Team begins April 30, preparing
the members for their upcoming job.
The members will be in Fall Creek Falls,
Tennessee, at a retreatltraining session
through May 8. The . sessio~ focuses on selfassessment and group & team building.
Jimmie Ferrell, the director of the 0-Team,
will be the leader and teacher at the retreat.
Robert Donaldson, the student director for the
0-Team, said "All the training is preparing the
members for the Freshman Orientation ses·
sions."
Once back at UCF, the members meet every
day from 1-5 p.m. in the Student Organizational Lounge. This time is used to prepare for
the Orientation sessions, as well as post-retreat

trID:ning programs.
"Members hear from all different sectors of
UCF in post-retreat to become the best informed students on campus. We do not want to
misinform any student," Donaldson said.
0-Team works intensely with incoming
freshman during Orientation to help them feel
welcomed. Donaldson also sees the program as
the "most .valuable program that UCF has,
[giving] the students a ·positive impact."
0-Team"s work does not end at the start of
·the fall semester. ' The members work with
.transfer student orientation, volunteer work
and public ·relations for the university. Members also work with university relations and
Alumni Affairs, as well as directing campus
tours throughout the year.
In commeration of UCF's 25 year anniversary, the 0-Team is planning a 15-year reunion
next fall. Everyone who has ever been a member will be invited to attend to see how the 0Team has progressed.

.N
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crease each year.
LEGS CONTEST
On Wednesday, April
Deadline for applications is
13,the first annual Mr. Legs July 1, 1988. For applications
Contest will be held at the write: Coors Veterans' MemoWild Pizza at 9 p.m. Contest- rial Scholarship Fund, P.O
ants will be competing for the Box 3111, Northbrook, IL
· coveted title of Mr. Legs '88.
60065, or call toll-free 1-800Responsibilties of the win- 49COORS.
ner include flaunting his acFor complete information
claimed legs all over campus come by the Future News Ofas well as special appearances fice and check the bulletin
when requested for a full year. board.
Finally, Mr. Legs '88 will
crown his successor in 1989.
• DONATED BOOKS
Students will vote for their
More than 400 books that
choice by inserting donations cover Judaic civilization from
into the can under the contest- classic to modem times have
ants' photo;all proceeds will go been donated to UCF to supplement holdings of UCF's
to Easter Seals.
Judaic Studies program.
The collection, donated by
• NCR SCHOLARSHIPS
The Department of Com- the family of the late Hebrew
puter Science is now accepting educators Kalman and Tamar
applications for the NCR Bachrach, consists of refer-·
Awards of Excellence. Two ence materials, basic books in
$1,000 scholarships are Hebrew grammar, children's
awarded each spring semester literature, editions of the Heto two 'junior students major- brew Bible, post-biblical writing in Computer Science.
ings and modern history of
Applicatiol).s may be ob- Hebrew literature.
Kalman Bachrach was a
tained in the main office of the
Computer Science Depart- noted American-Hebrew edument in Computer Cen.t er II, cator who composed many
room 205. Return completed textbooks in the Hebrew lanapplications to Dr. Cottrell by gua~e which served to guide
April 28.
.
J ew1sh children in an Englishspeaking world.
Inquiries about the Judaic
• SENTINEL SPEAKER
The Society of Professional Studies program and book
J ounalists is hosting guest gifts should be addressed to
speaker Harry Straight of the Dr.Pelli at the UCF Foreign
OrlandoSentinel, Wednesday, Language Department, or
April 13, 6 p.m. in PH 221.
275-2466.
Straight is part of a special
team of Sentinel reporters • BUSINESS SCHOLARSHIPS
assigned to cover this year's
The College of Business
presidential election and will Administration is currently
provide an inside view of politi- accepting applications for the
cal reporting. All are invited to Marriot's Orlando World Cenattend.
ter/Orlando Business Journal
and the Good Gulfstream
• VOUCHERS FOR VETS
"
scholarships.
Adolph Coors Company will
The scholarships are availprovide a total of$501,000this able to students majoring in
year in scholarship funds to business and are based on
eligible dependents of honora- academic performance and
bly discharged American vet- financial need. For applications and more information,
erans.
Qualified applicants must· contact the Records Office, PH
be no more than 22 years old, 203.
have a cumulative G.P.A of
3.0, be a full time student, be a • EDUCATION MAJORS
sophomore or junior, and demThe For.eign and Domestic
onstrate financial need. Schol- Teachers Organization needs
arships begin at $1500 and are 200 teachers in all fields from
renewable plus a $500 in- ' Kindergarten through college
•

to fill over six hundred teach- 1315-B, University of New Studies Distinguished Lecturing vacancies both at home Orleans, LA 70148, or call Dr. ers Series.
Yehoshua is known in Israel
Vfotor Santi at (504) 286-7116.
and abroad.
and abroad for his con troverThe organization has been
•
sial views on political and sofinding vacancies and locating •SPAC
Engineering students and cial issues concerning Israel,
teachers in both foreign countries and in all fifty states, and others who are interested in the Arab-Israeli conflict and
provides teacher applicants topics such as Self-Assess- the world Jewry.
Yehoshua will conduct a
with a wide range of hundreds ment, Professionalism, Motivation, and Advancement in seminar on" Israel through Its
of current vacancy notices.
For inore information, write the work place are encouraged Literature" at 3 p.m. in the
The National Teacher's Place- to attend the Student Profes- President's Board Room, ADM
ment Agency, Universal sional Awareness Conference - BLG.
Also on April 13,Yehoshua
April 13, Chris's ·House of
Teachers, Box 5231, Portland,
Beef:891 John Young Pkwy, 2- will present a public lecture on
Oregon, 97208.
8 p.m. For tickets and more in- the subject "An Israeli writer •
formation, contact Dr. Harris, Confronts His Society-Is• SCHOLARSHIPS
Scholarships of$7.50 a year CEBA 416, or Jorge Cadiz at rael:l 98'8." The lecture will be
held at the University Theater
are available for female stu- 679-8040.
at8 p.m.
dents who are residents of
Yehoshua's visit is made
• SCHOLARSHIP
Sarasota County.
College Park Business and . possible by Office of InternaApplicants must be a junior
or senior majoring in educa- Professional Women's Club of tional Studies and through
tion or child development and Orlando has available schol- grants from T.O.P. Jewish
are required to complete a 300- arships for female students Foundation, and Friends of
majoring in accounting. Appli- J udiac Studies.
500 word essay.
Both lecture and seminar
Contact Financial ·Aid for cants must have high GPA and
applications and more infor- good academic record. To ap- are open to the public and free
mation. Entries must be re- ply you must submit an appli- of charge. For more informacation, two letters ofreference, tion, contact Dr. Moshe Pelli,
ceived by April 15,1988.
and a brief biographical Director of Judaic Studies, at
sketch. Completed applica- 281-5039 or 275-2466.
• SUMMER IN ITALY
The University of New Or- tions must be turned in to Will
leans International Study Shaffner by April 15, 1988. • MINORITY SCHOLARSHIP
Minority · students attendPrograms is hosting this year's Contact the Financial Aid for
ing UCF will be prime candiBrunnenberg Study Tour, applications.
dates to receive aid from a
May 26-June 26. _ ParticiSCHOL- $100,000 scholarship fund espants will live in the Brunnen- •ADVERTISING
tablished by the Kimball
berg castle-farmhouse-mu- ARSHIPS
seum complex located in Dorf
The Orlando Area Advertis- Foundation of Winter Garden.
Tirol; a village in the merano ing Federation has announced The new scholarship, ·which
they will be awarding four was announced April 5 during
Valley of northern Italy-.
Students will enroll in a $1,000 scholarships this June. UCF Founders Day ceremothree-credit hour English
Qualified applicants must nies will cover, at a minium,
course, Medieval Castle in be career-oriented advertis- tuition, books, and fees for one
Italian Literature, and work in ing, public relations, graphic/ year.
the castle museum. Field trips visual communications or
The awards will be made
and tutoring in German and broadcasting and be perma- available to minority underItalian will be available.
nent residents of Orange, graduate students who have
Activities include hiking, Osceola, Seminole, or Brevard achieved National Achievelocal festivals, folk dancing counties.
ment Scholar standing in Naand weekend trips to Florence,
Deadline for filing applica- tional Merit Scholarship comVerona and Lake Garda. The tions is April 30,1988.
petition or will graduate in the
For applications and · more top 10 percent of their high
pro~am is open to all adults in
good health who are interested information contact:Dick school class.
i.
in alpine life and culture.
Moody, Education Chairman,
The scholarships may be
Enrollment in the Brunnen- Orlando Area Advertising awarded to others who are
berg Study Program is limited Federation, P.O. Box 1614, judged academically meritoriand the academic credit is Orlando, Florida 32802.
ous.One-half the award will be •
transferable under the usual
given in the fall semster and
rules. Cost of program is $1425 • DISTINGUISHED LECTURER
the remainder in the spring.
n'ot including air fare and perNoted Israeli novelist, AB. Annual awards may be made
osnal expenses. For more in- Yehoshua, author of numer- to the same student for a total
formation and an application, ous short stories and novels, of four years, provided he or
write UNO International will visit the UCF on April 13, she maintains a minimum "B"
.Studies Programs, P.O. Box 1988, as a part of the Judaic average.

.
.
opportun1te unique
.

To Stanley H.,
-the
GMATguru,
<Excerpts from actual letters*
Stanley H. Kaplan has received
from satisfied GMAT-pkp takers.)
"... I successfully scored 580,
dose to my goal of 600, which
qualified me for admission to ·
rror choice schools ... I am ever
grateful ..."
·
-Student from Pittsburgh, PA
"Thanks to your help ... I
improved my score on the Ju~e
exam by 150%. _.and am confident that I will now be accepted
for the fall term:·
-Student from Richmond, VA
Only Kaplan offers free
refresher math lessons and
business school admissions
information. So if Y<?U want the
Oest and most experienced in
test prep-call Kaplan today!

French
Majors/Mi n~rs/ Speakers

•,

•
•

A BNBS Degree plus 2 years
of high school French
or 1 year of college French
IS ALL YOU NEED! '

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL aNnR LTD.

Call 678-8400

For you, and the world itself. As a Peace Corps
volunteer, you can put your degree to work at
a challenging, demanding and unique opportunity. You'll be meeting new people, learning a new language, experiencing a new culture
and gaining a whole new outlook. And while
you're building your future, you'll help people in developing countries thr:ough educa- ·
tion, health, agriculture and community development projects.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS!

I KAPLAN
May 2nd

.

pour VOUS·

'If YOU'D LIKE TO READ MORE LETTERS LIKE THESE.
COME VISIT US.

Classes Start

.

APPLY NOW:

Florida Recruiting Office

330 Biscayne Boulevard, Suite 420
Miami, Florida 33132
·
(305) 536-5273 OR (1) 800-468-2745

•
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TOMPKINS
DESIGNED
HOMES

..
•
•
•
•

FEATURES
INCLUDE:

Wooded & Waterfront lots
Marble tub with whirlpool
Microwave oven
Ceramic tile floor in kitchen,
bath and foyer

• Cathedral Ceilings
• Real brick, wood and stone
exteriors
• Oversized two-car garage
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE

The Tompkins Commitment
We pledge our continuing and dedicated e!Torts to provide
you and oil purchasers of TompkJns Designs, the beauty,
qualtly, value and s01Vlce that make a TompkJns home on
unsurpassed life-time Investment In comfort and securtty.

Internationally Famous

months ago during Rush.
Charlie Krawczyk, another
suspended member, said
"There was no real reason for
[the review board] coming
down, but they used the hazing
incident as an excuse."
Once the members got word
that the review board was on
its way down, two members,
Krawczyk and Mike Sweeney,
wrote a letter to Pew stating
that if one frat brother was
dismissed, all the undersigned
would also leave the fraternity. The members went before the regional director with
the letter. "When asked what
he saw before him, Pew responded 'a group of individuals,' he would not even recognize us as a brotherhood," said
Madison.
The national review board
arrived at UCF on March 27
and set up interviews for the
members
on
Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday.
Based on these five- to tenminute interviews, members
were either asked back or put
onto "alumni status." As
Krawczyk put it, "We were
dismissed without · our due
process of law. We were not
notified of the charges against
us, we were not given the opportunity to confront the witnesses against us, and the
board of inquiry acted as
judge, jury, and prosecutor."
Madison reported that he
was contacted at 2:30 p.m. on
Thursday. He was informed
that he didn't show up for his
~ interview and asked what he

Jack White

Pocket Billiard and
Trick Shot Artist
will perform

Friday, April 15
10:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
Student Center Game Room
.

The popular star of the pocket billiard game will
devote his shows to a demonstration of billiard
fundamentals , designed to show the -beginner how
to approach t he game. He wi lj also open his we/I f illed bag of t rick shots.
White, one of t he clevere~ t and amusing perfo r mers in the bus iness, has many feats to his
cr edit. of which perhaps the most spectacular is
his .high run of 319, established in Bangor, Maine .

•

wanted to do about it. Madison
claims he was never informed
of his interview date and time.
According to several of the
ousted Sig Ep members, the
national board is trying to
cover up the entire incident.
When approached for an interview with the Future, Chris
Bittman of the Sig Ep national
board denied to comment;
however, he indicated that he
would address individual
members. Phillip Cox, one of
the people who interviewed
the UCF chapter, was out of
town and could not be reached
for comment.
Among the members put on
alumni status were Madison
and Mike Cannaday, who
founded the UCF chapter on
April 13, 1985. Krawczyk was
another very active member,
serving as the vice-president
ofhis pledge class, fundraising
chairman and in charge of
brotherhood development.
Greg Deramo was also put on
alumni status, with the reason
given by the bQard that he was
"anti-greek" and "not a good
brother." Deramo, by contrast,
claims to have attended more
national events than any other
member.
Some of the remaining
members of the fraternity attended a retreat at the Windham Hotel last Saturday to
decide what their status in Sig
Ep would be. Members who
attended the retreat seemed to
agree that due to this and past
clashes that Goldman could be
on his way out. If Goldman
does not leave on his own, disgruntled members -say, he will
be asked to resign his position
as Chapter Advisor.

-
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• Area Campuses: Concerning this goal, Stutler and Wolf
would like to work closely with
representatives frol!l the ~rea
campuses, addressing their
individual needs. Stutler said
"We need to be in closer contact
eith our area campuses; if we
don't talk to them, we can't
know their needs."
• Alumni: Stutler expressed
a desire to work in a cooperative effort to involve and inform. "I know [that]. when I'm
an alumnus, I [will] want to
keep in touch with UCF, and I
feel that I can· inform the current alumni of various events
going .on in the UCF community."
• Promote Services: Stutfer
and Wolf would like to advertise the available services to ·
both the students and the
community. Wolf explained

FROM PAGEi

accessibility to SG vehicles for
club and organizational use,
legal services, and many other
things available to them. [Students].cannot truly realize the
full potential of their edµcation here at · UCF without
knowledge of these services."
As vice-president, Ross said
that he would stress communication between students and
SG.
• Library Hours: Stutler
has expressed interest in
working to increase library
hours. He explained that this
would require taking a survey
of students who use the library
and finding out how late they
would stay if the library would
provide additional hours.

Need insurance for your·
home, car, life, boat or RV?
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We have the right coverage
for all your needs.

Jean Huh~~
Jacqueline Bailey
89 Alafaya Woods Blvd.
Oviedo, FL 32765
(305) 366-1189

this could take on various attendance is. I think we ida.
Wolf has served in the nineforms. "Solutions to the prob- should fight mandatory sumlem of uniformed people on mer attendance · because not t~enth Student Senate and
campus could be solved with everyone can attend school was elected to the position of
president pro tempore. In admeetings between SG repre- over the summer."
Stutler and Wolf have dition to his fraternity memsentatives and students, with
pamplets, and with senators served in all three areas of bership, he is also a member of
working with their constitu- Student Government (execu- the UCF Orientation team.
ents at the colleges," said Wolf. tive, legislative, and judical) Wolf is .presently the attorney
• Financial Aid: The candi- for a combined total of five general of SG, and he has lobdates would like to work lo- years. Stutler served as a jus- bied for increased financial aid
cally and nationally to in- tice on the Judicial Council, as in Washington.
Stutler said, "I love UCF
crease funding to students in attorney general, and is presneed. Wolf explained that SG ently the executive advisor to and I want to give back to UCF
has already passed a bill to the student body president. He what it has given me. }Vhen
provide students with small has also served as president I'm an alumnus, I would like to
loans valued at $50 to help and treasurer of the American help UCF financially; howstudents in need, however, he Society of Civil Engineers, fra- ever, now I would like to confeels reform must he accom- ternity vice-president, as well tribute my services as student
plished at a national level to · as various other leadership ·body president."
positions. .He holds a
help students.
Wolf said, "I feel we are ca• Mandatory Summer At- Bachelor's Degree in Civil
tendance: Stutler said, "I Engineering, and was named pable and willing to make this
want to find out wh~t , the 1987 Civil Engineering Stu- UCF's best year ever for stumotivation behind summer dent of the Year for all of Flor- dents."

Allstate®

Allstate Insurance Company
Allstate Life Insurance Company
Northbrook, Illinois
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COMl-NG TUESDAY

APRIL - 19th~..

EDUCATION J·OB FAIR
SPONSORED BY THE.COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND THE
CAREER RESOURCE CENTER

~~,-~~
•

ll

A chance for UCF students and school
district officials to get together to
discuss teaching opportunities. .
PARTIAL LIST OF seHOOL DISTRICTS ·
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BREVARD
BROWARD
CHARLTON (GA)
CITRUS
CLAY
DADE
DUVAL
HERNANDO
HILLSBOROUGH
HIGHLANDS .
INDIAN RIVER

•
•
•
•
·•
•
•
•
•

LAKE
MONROE
OKEECHOBEE
ORANGE
OSCEOLA
PINELLAS
POLK
PUTNAM
SARASOTA
SEMINOLEST. LUCIE
VOLUSIA

LOCATION: UCF EDUCATION GYMNASIUM - ·MAIN CAMPUS
- TIME: 9 AM TO NOON & 1 PM TO 4 PM
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: CONTACT CORINNE RUSSO IN THE CAREER RESOURCE CENTER• ADMIN. 124. 275-2361

•
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SUMMER JOBS
Doormen
Waitresses
Retail Sales Clerks
Black Jack Dealers
Day Serves
Deli Sandwich Maker
Drivers
Dishwashers

•

•

Join the "Good Time Gang" ·
Apply Church Street Station Train
Car M-F 9-6
or -

•Ring 422-2434 •

•
•

The Central
Florida Future
is ·1ooking :for
an
A-d Manager.
Those interested
should contact
Paul Stephenson
at 275-2601

want to maintain this project
as the top project on the Capital Improvement Trust List.
"The administration sees the
need to support the Student
Union and we just want to
make sure it stays a priority,"
said Wendrzyk.
• Free PC Lab: Wendrzyk
explained that · he was approached by a representative
from Apple in concurrence
with his work to get a PC lab
for students. "Right now what
we're working for is getting
about ten Apple Macintosh
PCs for students to use. Most
students can't afford a minimum IBM account for $25 and
some students don't like the
IBM PCs. This project offers
an alternative for both situations.We would like to see the
computers set up in the Student Organizational Lounge of
the Student Government typing room."
• Athletics: The candidates
are working for increased support and recognition for all
athletic teams. Porter
explained,''We would like to
drum up support for our home
team; this includes all sports,
not just football, basketball,
and baseball."
"We would also like to publish some type of calendar section in the Future ," he added,
"to let students know what is
happening -on campus and
what options are available to
them."
• Housing and Parking: In
this area, the candidates are
seeking creative ways to finance these much-needed
projects. As Wendrzyk
explained, "With the housing

project we want to get dorms
that the Housing Office can be
in charge of, not necessarily an
outside investor. The plans a"re
rolling for more parking because of the fi~ld house. "
• Area Campuses: Porter
and Wendrzyk would like to
give increased financial and
organizational supp.o rt to the
area campuses. According to
Porter, "A lot of people don't
even know UCF has area
campuses; we want to call together the representatives
and find out what they have
and what they need."
• Campus Information
Hotline: This project would
give up-to-date information on
social, athletic,and academic
events concerning students.
"Students wouldn't be able to
say they didn't know about an
event," said Wendrzyk. "With
this hotline, all they would
have to do is call a designated
number and they would find
out all kinds of events."
Dash Wendrzyk was named
Chairman of the Year in 198 7
for his leadership role in such
committees as the Activity and
Service Fee Committee, the
Rules Committee, Finance
. Committee, and the Clubs
Committee. As well as being
an Academic Peer Advisor,
W endrzyk has served as
Alumni Coordinator for his
fraternity, and has been the
President Pro Tempore for the
past two Student Senates.
John Porter has served as
Faculty Senate Liaison as well
as chairing the Clubs and ·
Organizations Commit~ee of
the Student Senate. In addition, Porter has participated in
the Activity and Service Fee
Budgeting and Student Government Homecoming Concert Planning Committees.

Next up in the forum was
Stutler's
running mate, Ross
FROM PAGE l
Wolf. Wolf expressed his concern about the lack of knowladditional goals for Student edge students have about the
Government and the univer- · services offered by Student
Government.
sity.
Porter's ·r ebuttal consisted
Porter raised an important
point concerning to status of of a short statement. "My runhis opponents. "We represent ning mate and I feel the same
students; we are undergradu- way about most of our
ates and can be in touch with opponent's platforms; we just
the students. Although I re- feel we can do them better."
In his · rebuttal, Wolf adspect my opponents, they will
both be graduate students dressed the point of being
when they take office, if they graduate students by stating
that there would be more expewin."
"We realize the goals, and if rience among them. "We have
we are elected, we will be in a served in all three areas of
position to make things hap- Student Government for a
combined total of five years."
pen."

FORUM

NOW THAT YOU'RE
GRADUATING
SHOW SOME CLASS
. Impress potential employe~ with your good taste.
Kinko's has High Quality Resume Paper in a wide
assortment of colors and textures, at prices that
appeal to your good business sense.
·

.
•.

Don't forget your matching envelopes!

kinko:s®

Great copies. Great people.
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12223 University Blvd.
(corner University & Alafaya Trail)

127 W. Fairbanks
At Park Ave.

658-9518

628-5255
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This is the week
pathetic stl)dents
can prove us wrong
A month ago, in this very space, we war ned -you.
And after tomorrow, ~e'll know if yoJI actually
both ered to pay attention.
A month ago we told you to vote in the upcoming
Student Government elections. We explained to you
how your vote would mak_e a difference. We explained
how Student Government would be controlling approximately $1.4 million of money. from your own
pocket known as the Activity and Services Fee. We
insulted you and dared you to vote.
That was a month ago.
·
And now, UCF student, now its time to show your
true colors. See that big tent out on the green by the
Health and Physics Building? The one with all the
people mulling around it. Yea, that one. It's the tent
you go to when you vote.
.
Voting takes, at the most, five _m inutes. Five
minutes to decide the fate of your money. But, UCF
student, as you read this you are probably squirming
in your seat right now, trying to find an excuse not to
vote. Hey, we've seen it before. And we're sure that
the same excuses will come up again and again.
Oh, but CFF, I don't have time to vote.
Of course not. The polls are only open two days,
from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. That's what, nine hours a day?
I'm sure you have classes and work for 18 straight
hours over two days, or else you are so busy that you
can't spare five minutes.
Oh, but CFF, I don't know where it is.
Too late, we mentioned it above. It's the tent by the
Health and Physics Building, remember? Next excuse.
Oh, but CFF, my vote doesn't mean anything.
(Heavy sigh.) We explained this a month ago. Last
year, only 7 percent of the student body voted and the
winner of the election was Roy Reid. If only 4 more
percent . of the student. body had voted, which
·amounted to roughly 630 students, our president
would have been David LaTour.. That's as in 630
students out of a total number exceeding 15,700. In
other words, yes, UCF student, your vote does µiatter.
Oh, but CFF, I don't know a thing about who is
running.
That s why Student Government prints ads in the
newspaper that detail the candidates, their experience and theirposition. That's also the reason why we
provide information about the candidate's positions.
UCF has two quality tickets running this year, with
a load of Student Government experience behind
them. And it's been in the paper, so no excuse there.
Oh, but CFF, I'm· apathetic, I don't want-tQ read.
Just tell us who to vote for.
You're not apathetic, rather just plain pathetic.
And we're not going to tell you who t o vote for. It's up
for you to read the information provided ·and decide
who will best put your $1.4 million to use. Rest
assured, the mon ey will be spent. Do you want a
choice in deciding how?
Ultimately, UCF student, you will decide whether
it is worth your time to vote. But don't claim ignorance as to where and when to vote. And don't come
crying to us when SG spends yorir money in a way
different than what you wanted.
Because we'll just smile and tell you that we voted.

1f:'fhe Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Business Office (305) 275-2601, News Office (305) 275-2865
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QUIET
BAcKRooM
BARGAINING
lN PR0 GRESS

Tobacco wars getting stained
Getting Dirty: Remember when Northwest Airlines
announced a few weeks back that they were banning
smoking on all their flights? Great move, I thought.
Nobody will complain about it, because even nicotine
addicts should be able to control their penchant for
killing themselves for at least a little while;
Wrong, wrong, wrong.
The people that complained about it were memSuch is the case with Pi Kappa Phi fraternity,
hers of the Tobacco Institute. Well, actually, they which is helping PUSH Inc. in Morgantown, N.C.
didn't complain. They got revenge.
Push helps to provide better environments f~r seAccording to an article in the Wednesday, March verely handicapped children to work in and live.
30 issue of The Wall Street Journal, the institute sent
The fraternity has helped in fund-raising efforts,
a press release to media organizations shortly after _ which has provided a 14-year-old boy named Justin, •
the Northwest announcement. The release detailed strickeq with cerebral palsy, the means to increase
the large number of complaints about Northwest's his independence. Among other things, Justin h as
service. It said that complaints had increased 1,148 switches he can operate with his fist and a transfer
percent in the past year. Northwest complained system that allows him to move unaided between his ~
about the release, citing the fact that it was not until bed and wheelchair.
the end of the release that the sender (the tobacco
And the fraternity made it all possible. Hats off to
•
industry's chieflobbyist) was mentioned. The tobacco them.
group_then not only defended the right to send out the Warning of the Week : You don't have any reason
release, but it sent it out again. An institute spokes- not to, so vote this Tuesday and/or Wednesday. Then
woman said: "It went out the first time late Friday you can bitch all ofnext school year and actually have
afternoon. We thought there might be a lot of people a right to do it.
who didn't see it."
And F inally: With this column, I bid you adieu. This
The question becomes, how long, and how dirty, is my final column for The Future (Hey, you in the
will these tobacco wars become, especially since more back, stop cheering) as I will be accomplishing the
and more areas of the community are turning against impossible by graduating this May. Looking back on
smokers? Stay tuned, because it's probably going to three years here, my only hope is that from the time
get worse.
I came on as. a sports writer until now as Special
Frat Beat: Many people get down on fraternities, Sections.I.Opinion Page Editor, I've at least kept you
what with all the reports of alcohol poisonings and entertained and perhaps even made you think.
And if rm lucky, I also made you smile once in a
hazing incid~nts. Sometimes, the good stuff done by
the Greek system goes unnoticed.
while.
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•CHALLENGE ACCEPTED

Editor:
Certain things in life truly
amuse me and make me laugh.
However, being called a weenie by
a spineless 5"2' journalist who
spends his most intimate moments with a cockroach is a real
joke! In addition, this same selfproclaimed "plebe" also has the
audacity to challenge Student
Government to a softball game.
Well, Tim Ball, consider your
laughable challenge accepted.
However, I have some ground
rules to lay down also:
The game will be played at a
date, time, and location to be de-

termined by Rec Services. Rec
Service rules are in effect except
for the number ofballs and strikes,
which will be decided the day of the
game.
This year, Tim you cannot use
the whifile bat and ball. I know
real softball bats and balls are a
little heavy for a boy of your stature, but it's time to grow up.
Also, you will not be offical score
keeper. (You don't have enough
fingers and toes to count the number of runs we're going to score.)
Finally, in the event of a tie, an
all out, free-for-all, mud wrestling
match will determine the winner.
It's gQing to be fun to pummel
you geriatric social rejects like th~

slugs you really are! By the way, •
did you say "weasel" Tim? I guess
you just haven't taken a real good
look in the mirror! I sure hope you
guys play softball better than you •
report news or else the slaughter
rule may come into play early. See
•
you then!
Roy W. Reid, Jr.
Student Body President •
Letters to the .Editor must be
typed and include the author's siq- •
nature, major and phone number.
Letters are subject to editing
and become the copyrighted prop- •
erty of the newspaper.
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Concerned About Alcohol Issues?.
Friends who overdo it? Liabilities? .
D.U.I. Law?

Get Into
·As college students, we are all affected by
alcohol issues.and situatio:11s in some way. Here's
a chance to get with ·others and talk about it.
Spirits is a chapter of the nationwide BACCHUS
organization. Students involved with Safe Ride
Home, Great Safe Holiday Break, national and
state conferences and much more!
When do they meet? Wednesday at4:00 in the
Student Center# 214 Call X 5841.
SPIRITS:Students Prorrioting Responsibl~ Drinking Through Teaching and Sharing!
The WELLNESS Center is now accepting Peer Coinsultant applications for the 1988-89 school year. Call X5841

Wonted roommate for furnished 4/2 on
RedBugRd,8mlnfromUCFcablewasher/
dryer,PC/XT, stereo. two car garage. $275
+ 1/2 utilities & $150 dep. Call 366-0473
anytime.
KappaDetta

How bout that Derby Week? What a riot!
Thanks goes to DC for such a great party
on Friday night! White Rose Is coming up,
who are you taking? Ask him todayl KD
loveII
Sigma Phi Epsilon

If you don't blow sunshine come to the
movies at l 0 on Tues with Boomer on Wed
go to Wally's and there where all real
brothers go Thurs go to Park Ave for all you
can drinkSaturdayand Sunday go to New
Smyrna for the day P.S. Thanks all old
alumni board members for your brotherly
support. Signed your new alumni
Dena Delta Delta
Tri-Delta would like to say Thank You to all
Sigma Chi's for on awesome Derby Weeki
We all had a great time. Thanks to the Ml!..
alumni and all who attended the open
house. MA alumni and friends made It a
huge success!! We 're so happy to be residents on Greek Row!
Sigma Phi Epsilon

Tickets tor banquet on sale $25. See Paul
Herbert.If you dori'twant dinner there $12.
On sale through Thursday. Congratulations to all of our new Golden Hearts. We
luvya!

Roommate needed 3bdrm apt on Semoran In Winter Park. $140/mth. plus utilities.
Call 678-6396.
Very nice 2bdrm. l l /2 bath duplex near
436 and Howell Branch, $212 mo plus 1/2
uttl. Call Grant 679~608.
Roommate wanted to share apartment
near UCF would like to spend approx 200
Incl. utillttes female(nonsmoker preferred)
ask for Doris 275-4591
House to share. 2 roommates needed. 2
story. 3 bdrm. 2 bth, wash/dry, garage.
Quiet and wooded, 10 min from downtown. Will share ride to UCF. 200 mo & 1/3
utts. 150 dep. Non-smokers only. 859-0962
leavemesg.
Male to share 1 bdrm apt 2 min to campus
fully frnsh $140 call 380-0863
Female wanted to share a 2bd/2bath
duplex with same. Furnished. also washerI
dryer. $230/mo & 1/2 utilities. Only 5 min.
from campus. Call Dqna 273-0772.

Kappa Sigma

Congratulations on Initiation! Happy
anniversary ll. 17 years at UCF! Get psyched Pi Phi. l weelC to Luau!
Sigma Phi Epsilon

Thank you alumni for your attendance at
meetings. Greek Week, community seNlce. parentsday,andforthe positive goals
you contributed to the fraternity. We will
miss you!
Sigma Alpha Epsllon

Boxershort party Sat. 16 In SCA Everybody
come In your favorite pair of boxershorts.
Skin. Deeo will be playing all night!

Available. beautiful 1 bd-1 bth & 2bd-2
bth apartments at Forest Highlands Apts.
Call 282-5657 for Information.
Rent special-2 bed/2 both. across form
UCF, washer-dryer. full kitchen and carpet
$50 first month. then $425 12183 Des Cartes-281-1_777
New 3bdrr'n/2both duplex for rent l/l/87.
Less than l mi to UCF. All appliances including microwave • washer/dryer. dishw.::isher. blinds and burglar alarm. Asking
$575/mo. deposit. Call Scott at 658-4310
for more info

Professional WP $1 /page 695-6146
Car for sale 79 Pontiac Bonneville V8 excellent condition PS PB PC AM/FM must
sell S1500 coll 275-8456
1979 Chev Monte Carlo-great shape!
$1875. call Sue. 275-4376
·

Wedding Gown, size 5, white, all lace,
petticoat. $350. 365-3333.

Attention all RIV. film. journalism. and
communication majors! Goin experience
by joining the notional broadcasting society. Meetings on Tuesday 5:00 Leaming
Resources Lecture Room.
Baptist Campus Ministries

Do you want to make some NEW friends?
Come visit us in the SOL on Wednesday at
noon or Thursday at 6:30!

Roommate needed S160/mth & utt available May l for more details call 6794624(home) or 28 l-26 l 2(work).
Mole to share 2 bedroom/2 bath. washerI
dryer, furnished except for bedroom,
clean. no bugs. new opts. across from
UCF, full kitchen large bedroom $200
month plus l /2 utilities 12183 Des Cortes Ct
Coll 281-1777

For sale 1979 Toyota camper asking 4900
coll 8987068 days or nights
Is It true you can buy jeeps.for $44 through
the U.S. Government? Get the facts today! Call l-312-742-1142ext. 689
Pioneer Digital Receiver 35wpc $75 Sanyo
Cossette Deck Dolby B.C $40 Must Sell call
282-6235

Birth Control Center 422-0606
Cruise Ship Jobs Sl 0,345 to47 .819 Managers, Bartenders. 1'111echonlcs & More. Im-

mediate openings! Call 1-518-459-3734
Ext Q3364B 24hrs
Student Counselors Wonted
10 counselors wonted-5 male, 5 femaleforSumrnerCoreer Exploration module tor
high school students. Your major must be
in the Arts and Sciences. Business. Education, Health or Engineering. Must be available full time from June 5 thru June 10. ·
Must supeNise students by living in dormitory during program. Pay is $250. for Engineering and $200. for other majors. Previous related experience preferred. Minority students ore encouraged to apply.
Apply to Undergraduate Studies. Rm. 210
Adm. Bldg. by April
29. Phone 275-2231 or 275-3973.
$25.000 to $45CXXl/yr. Recent degree preferred. For lnteNiew. contact Tom McKenna or Roger Price at 305-843-541 l or
send resume to:
Enterprise C. 35 E. Colonial, Orlando, FL
32801

Waitress wonted: some lunches & evenings Must be dependable call Beth J.R
Jakes 677-4169.
Notional Marketing Company looking tor
ambitious Jr .. Sr.. or grad student to manage promotions on-campus this fall.
Earning potential up to $5,000. Flexible
port-time hours. Call Randi or Dee (800)592-2121

All majors considered part-fulltlme openings scholarship program Internships possible career opportunity will lead to management. will earn over $12000 this summer openings In Central Florido. Brevard,
Lake. Volusia two years residency required must interview now start after finals
call l Oam-2pm 8699010 for Interview time
in Alt Spgs Mr Breen Vector Corp ·
Excellent income for home assembly
work. For info. call 504~6-1700 Dept P307
Students $7 .00 per hour
Demonstrate Reading Programs and
Educational Materials coll 898~301

Scholarships/Grants for college are avallable. RESULTS GUARANTEED! Call 1-800USA-1221 ext 0627.

ABORTION INFORMATION
Free pregnancy tests, Individual advisement and counseling. limited financial
aid. c;onfidentlolity is assured.
CENTER FOR PREGNANCY
648-2701
1116 Lucerne Terroce (near ORMC)
Stop cramming and learn the easy way
through HYPNOSIS. Complete memory
improvement course. Special student
rates. Dr. Bill Hansen 679-101 l

AA
Alcoholics Anonymous · meets weekly
Thursdays 1:00 p.m. Call 281-5841 ACOA
meets Wednesdays 3:00 p.m.
Going to Europe this summer? Great low
discounted airfares ovalloble on leading
European Airline call (800)-245~5 M-F
for more Info

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick professional service free revisions
UCF's oldest typing firm same day and
weekend seNlce VISA-MASTERCARD.
Over 18300 satisfied students and 4
grouches
671-3007

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
•One mile from UCF Campus•
All types of student documents. Some day
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast • Professional •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Resumes and cover letters
Designed/ Revised /Typed - 657-0079

LASER printed RESUMES-1 page resume &
25 orlglnats-S20.00. 658-1163.

ATTENTION: Dynamite Salespeople, start
your own profitable business with a
$100.00 a month investment. No product
to buy.stock or sale. Fora 24 hr. recorded
message call 1-800-999-0085 ext. 3115.

SWF green-eyed brunette described as
wild, spontaneous. and fun-loving seeks
attractive, original guy for crazy. romantic
experiences.
LH012
A tall white male seeks fun girl with good
sense of humor. that doesn't get embarrassed easily. I'm looking tor somebody
·who would be a funny guest on David
Letterman. If interested, send photo and
phone number.
LH013
An old fashioned white male. 21 yrs, seeks
a female for possible relationship. Needs
to be able to laugh and be able to make
me laugh. Can't hove a bod temper. If
you like romance and doing crazy things
every once and awhile.send a photo and
response.
LH014
WF 21 attractive Interests include imported music and wine, .books, art and
foreign films. Seeks attractive ope,n
minded man 21- 27 send letter. No party
animals, please.
LH015
Toll good looking guy. 23, looking for a
sincere lady who Is seeking a lasting relationship must be sporty. eojoy life, dancing. and romantic evenings.
LH017

* Student Discount *

Documents of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE
740-0227
Winter Park - lmmed. off 1-4
RESUMES/TYPESETTING
.Professional Losertypesetting, many
types of documents. Fast turnaround,
Kinko's Copies Across from UGF
Open 7 days a week 658-9518.
Top-Quality word processing: experienced. editing, reliable. 366-0538.

Reasonable and fast typing service coll
Nancy at 679-4006 rush jobs.
Singer needs bond coll Connie after 6pm
645-4770 or leave message

CONDOMS
Buy with discretion not embarrassment
plain wrapper 24 for $5.98 mail: Tidwell
P.O. Box 590341 Orlando. FL 32859.

Professional Word Processing

TYPING. Fast, special discount. New location. Call Berny 629-0545.

Simmons brand new single mattress cost
$40 OBO 249-2752
Government homes from Sl (U repair).
Deliquent tax property. Repossessions.
Call 1-805-687-6000 Ext. GH-4628 for current repo list.

1030 Herman Avenue. Orlando

Students needed to clean hotnes. Hours
to fit schedule. Call 699-1636.

Summer Camp Jobs in the Adirondack
Mtns in New York (June 20-Aug 20) Openings in many sports specialty areas (especially male & female Water Ski Instructors
and WSl's) Call 5384 (from 10-3) or see
Todd In 447A Ph II lips Holl for more information

For Sale:
1983 Suzuki 550 Catanna low miles
1981 Suzuki 65550E
1985 Suzuki 65650E. like new
1986 Yamaha TI250 300 miles
Contact Joe 679--0832 ofter 5pm

Letters/Mailings on LASER printer. 25 origlnol letters-$20.00. 658-1163.

ABORTION SERVICES
Local or IV Sedation. Early Pregnancy Test.
Morning-offer treatment. Confidential •
Private. woman-owned: A special approach to health core.

Summer Positions
$9.25 starting pay

Alpha Epsilon Rho

ABORTION SERVICES. birth control Information. pregnancy tests and counselling.
VD screening. low cost. confidential seNlces and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization

Professional. prompt typing. Disk storage.
Best prices around. Ask about resume
special-Maria 273~95

A sports wrlterfrom Chicago wants to take
a farmer's daughter from the Midwest to
see Pink Floyd. Call any time at all girl.
Gordon. congrats on making 0-tearn.
You're a god or so you've told me. P-0-PU-L-A-R. Love your Iii sis T

•

Steve-Hey blue eyes! I miss you ....Are we
having fun yet? I • U! Sandy

•

Reesle Cup-I loved the ribbed onesLove-Dlrwood . . . . .
Dear radio fans, apology for false hopes
generated with recent cherry stem tying
piece. Dldn 't any of you recognize that air
dote was April Fool's Day? Affectionately.
the Zoo.

•

r-------------------------------------------------------, .
MINI CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING FORM

CLASSIFICATJON
0 GREEK CORNER
0 SERVICES
0 CLUB INFO
0 TYPISTS
0 ROOMMATES
0 LOST & FOUND
0 FOR RENT
0 CAR POOL
0 FOR SALE
0 TUTORS
0 HELP WANTED
0 PERSONALS

Insertion dates:

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY one letter or punctuation mark per space,
leaving one space between each word.

1

To order classifieds multiply the total number of
lines by the appropnate rate. Send a check to
The Central Florida Future Classifieds, P.O.
Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816 or stop by
the Central Florida Future Business office.
Prepayment is required. The deadline for
.Tuesday's paper is 4:00 p.m. Thursday, and the
deadline for Thursday's paper is 4:00 p.m.
Monday. If you have any questions or comments, please call Tracy at 275-2601.

•

Name and address:
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How to start
· your law career
before you start
law school.
,

Start with the Kaplan LSAT prep course.
After taking Kaplan, thousands of LSAT
students-score over 40. That's the top 10%
nationwide! And candidates who score
over 40 on the new LSAT enjoy the best
chance of being accepted to the law school
of their choice and going on to practice
with top law firms or corporations.
So call any of our 120 centers for
information and starting class dates. The
Kaplan LSAT prep course could be the
one pre-law course that determines the
course of your law career.

!KAPLAN

BASEBALL
FROM PAGE 16

With the game on the line in
the bottom of that inning, the
Knights rallied to tie it. Kiser
and Morales each singled and
then came home when O'Toole
drilled a double to deep center
field. O'Toole, representing
the winning run, however, was

thrown out trying to reach
third base on the hit.
Jacksonville again took a
two-run lead in their halfof the
eighth off pitcher Brandon
Turner, who got the victory.
But UCF rallied from behind again in the bottom of the
eighth. Kelly Brown led off
with a single. Then, Pedersen
reached base )Vi.th a single,
bringing up Za wask1, who

11

loaded the bases when he
walked. Kiser then came up
and hit a grounder to second,
but all UCF base runners advanced when Gabe Hernandez
errored on his throw to first.

KIDS NEED
THE
BOYS CLUB.
WE NEED
YOUR HELP.

STANLEY H KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD

DON'T COMPETE WITH
A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE
BOYS CLUBS
CFcemaLFl.CfllOI.. II<::

Call 678-8400

Classes Start
Apr i I 19th

The Central Florida Future
Needs wnters who have that indefinable something that makes a Sports wnter If you've
heard the cell of the press, and would hke to cover the UCF Sports beat, stop by the Edi tonal
offices (i e. the wlute trailer next to the Health Center) of The Centrel Flonda Future end ask for
Scott Walhn and an epphcat1on

..
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Celebrating 20 Years of Service
1968-88

., WENDRZYK ,·

1

.

.

.

•

l

.J.

PO·RTER

&

.·

-

.

.

,

•

Effective and competent expenditure of the
students' 1.4 Million Dollars.
2. · Implement a 24-hour campus activity ·hotline.
3.
Maintain support for housing, parking and a
student union.

DASH WENDRZYK

JOHN

QUALIFICATIONS

QUALIFICATIONS

1. Currently, Senate Pro Tempore of the
20th Student Senate.
2. Served as Academic Peer Advisor.
3. Member of Student Union Planning
Board.
4. Chairman of Activity & Service Fee
Budgeting Co~ttee.
5.Chairman of the Year.

1. Chairman of Clubs & Organizations
Committee.
2. ~acuity Senate Liason.
3. Served on Homecoming Concert
Planning Committee.
4. Member of Activity & Service Fee
Committee.
5. Sponsored legislation attacking the
parking problem.

PORTER

1.

DENVER J. STUTLER, Jr.

Provide representation for students to faculty, administration and local and state legislators.
2.
Increase awareness: many clubs, organizations and individuals are unaware of what types of
benefits are available through activity and service
fee monies.
3.
Capital Projects: Students at the University
of Central Florida feel that a student union building, housip.g and parking are all priorities. Lobbying must continue for these long term capital
improvements at the local and state level.
ROSS

•.

•

•

· A.

WOLF

QUALIFICATIONS

QUALIFICATIONS

1. Served in Student Government as Attomey General, Executive Advisor
and Justice.
2. Vice President of his Fraternity.
3. Served as President and Treasurer of

ffi2mill5ffiffiMIB@@EBDli!m!mBB&m&Eill§illIBfl 1. Attorney General of Student Govern-

5. Chairman Joint Council of Engineering Student Societies.

ment.
2. President Pro Temporeof 19.th Student
Senate.
3. Registered Lobbyist for Higher Education in Tallahassee and Washington,
D.C.
4. Member of Orientation Team.
5. Member of Omicron Delta Kappa,
Leadership/Scholarship Fraternity.

•

..
..
•
•
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-
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Constitutional
Amendment to be voted
on in ~he Spring 1988
Elections .

tO

vC

·.
The proposed amendment will allow for two (2)
Alternate Justices on the Judicial Council. Since the
Judicial Council consists of seven (7) regular members,
four must be present to conduct business. In. the event of
schedule conflicts, theAlternates will be allowed to take
the place of regular members ·who are absent.
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TENNIS
FROM PAGE 15

Menozzi's success on the
courts has led him to want to
pursue tennis after college.
But he said he will not give up
his-desire to be an engineerfor
a professional tennis career..
"They're both very important," Menozzi said. "But I
know my computer engineer- .
ing is something solid that will
be there no matter what.
"But I can't wait until I'm 30
to give it a shot with my tennis,
so this summer I'm going to
work just as hard with my
tennis and my academics."
Menozzi plans to spend a
summer semester at UCF taking classes and playing in the
various summer tournaments

_

in the area. He then plans to
spend part of the summer with
his wife in Italy, where he
wants to pJay in clay court
tournaments. Menozzi said
Clay courts prepare him better
for his tennis game. "It's more
of a complete game because it's
a more complete surface," he
explained. "You can win as a
base liner just as well as a serve
and volleyer.
· "When you have to hit 20 or
30 shots during a point, you get
to see who's the real man and
who's in shape."
Despite his preference for
the slower clay court game,
Menozzi said he is thankful to
get a chance to play tennis and
get an education at an Ameri~
can school.
"Here, I can keep playing
_tenrus and study at the same

· ''All he needs
is a good swift kick
inthep ts~'
How many times have we thought this about a loved one who
isn't performing up to our expectations?
B~t sometimes inappropriate behavior can be a warning
sign of something serious. A mental illness.
Mental illness is a medical illness-not a personal weakness.
And learning'to recognize its warning signs can be the first step
to healing the sickness.
·
Learn more. For an informative booklet, write:
The American Mental Health Fund, P.O. Box 17700,
Washington, D.C. 20041. Or call toll free: 1-800-433-5959.
In Illinois, call: 1-800-826-2336.

time. In Italy, you either study
or play tennis because there's
not a structure to do both. That
was one of the main reasons I
came to college here because I
could do both."
With one more year of eligibility left and one year until
graduation, Menozzi said he is
not exactly sure where he'll
take his tennis or academic
pursuits.
"Right now, I'm just concerned about finishing college,~ he said. ''Three years
ago, if someone would have
told me how my life is going to
be for me now, I would have
never believed it.
"Next year will be my last
year of eligibility, so I'll give it ·
my best shot. I'd like to be able
to say I've worked as hard as I
can and done the best I can."

ELIZABETH T. HUNTER, M.D.
now
AC C E PT .I N G N E W PAT I ENT S
in
G. Y N E C 0 L 0 G Y .& 0 B S T E T R I C S
1400 S. Orlando Ave. Ste# 305
Winter Park, FL 32789 • 7 40-6050

QuALITY WoRD PRocESSING SERVICES
LOW

INTRODUCTOR~

RATES

CALL CAROL AT
~~.,2~
. .,
.. S'.i 8'~- 4
3~ vu

a~vmeirm1tn.~~
1(~1G~rurm
Generally, the new tax law requires
children and other dependents to file
.ax returns for 1987 if: • they have any
investment income, such as interest on
savings, and • this investment income
plus any wages is more than $500.
Publication 922 contains detailed
information. To get one, call the IRS
Forms number in your local telephone
directory.

18AGAIN - PG
at 2:15-4: 15-6: 15-8: 15-10: 15

THE SEVENTH SIGN- R
at 2:00-4:00-6 :00-8:00-10:00

DISNEY'S THE FOX & THE
HOUND-G
at 2: 1Q-4:00-6:00-8:00
JOHNNY BE GOOD PG-13
at 2:05-4:05-6:05-8:05-10:05

- .4 Public •entice af the IH

+------------------1

POLICE ACADEMY 5 - PG GOOD MORNING
VIETNAM - R

at 2:20-4:20-6:20-8:20.-10:20

at 2:05-4:35-7:20-9:50

Learn to see the sickness. Leaming is the key to healing.
THE AMERICAN MENTAL HEALTH FUND

LL

•

....,_

7:00 P.M .
Wednesday, April 13th
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Yankee tennis a whole
'nother game for Menozzi
Player from Italy getting used to hard-court play
known for what I wanted to get into,
computer engineering."
So Menozzi finished his second year
ofjunior college tennis and transferred
Alberico Menozzi has learned to to UCF. By the beginning of the spring
adjust from the slower pace of clay semester, he and Lisa, a music educacourt tennis in Italy, where he was born tion major, married.
and raised, to the fast pace brand of
At that time, the UCF tennis coach,
tennis found· on the UCF hard courts. Mike DeFranco, joki~gly said that
Menozzi, 20, said he first picked up a Menozzi was doing what every forracket when he was 14, learning to play eigner wanted to do: marry a rich
on the clay courts in Rome, where his American girl and put money in the·
family resides.
bank.
When he was 16, he came to the
Menozzi said he laughed when he '
United States as an exchange student read what DeFranco had joked about.
and played tennis for a high school in "I'll even add to that joke by saying
North Carolina.
[getting married] saved me from servMenozzi, who developed a baseline ing in the military in Italy for a year."
style, immediately had to adjust to a
Learning to laugh and taking a stoic
different game played on the faster approach has helped Menozzi get along
hard courts of America. ''Tennis on clay with first-year coach DeFranco, who
and tennis on hard court are two com- has had three players quit or get kicked
pletely different games," he said.· off the team over disputes.
"You've got to be a top player to peak in
"He's a very energetic coach, and I
both.
like that," Menozzi said. "I guess cer"The footwork is different because tain players worry too much about
you have to hit a iot of balls before the certain issues when they should just
point is over, while over he.re, after two worry about playing tennis. I try to play
or three shots the point is over."
tennis and shut ou~ everything else
Through his tennis playing, that has nothing to do with tennis."
Menozzi earned a scholarship to ajunMenozzi has been successful at conior college, Lees-McRae, where he met centrating on tennis as he has a winhis wife, Lisa.
ning record playing No. 2 for UCF. He
It was during a Spring Break that has ·also teamed with No. 1 Pat Curry
Menozzi chose UCF. He visited Lisa's for the Knights best doubles combinafamily and the campus.
tion, with a 15-3 record.
"I was looking for some warm
Curry said he likes playing with
weather," said Menozzi, who stands 6- Menozzi "because he's real consistent,
3 and weighs 180 pounds.
and he hardly ever has bad days.,,
Ngan "Sonny" Nguyen/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Menozzi added, "My girlfriend was
SEE TENNIS PAGE 14 Alberico Menozzi has adjusted nicely to American tennis.
from here and this school was well
by Scott Broden
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
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Uni te -d
Parcel
Service

I

.~

r-------------------,
.
SAVE20%
On complete pairs of contact lenses or eyeglasses at

I

20120 EYECARE CENTER
Present this coupon and Student
l.D. when your order
is placed.
Eye Exams

on the premesis
by an independent
Optometrist.

Part-Time Positions Available

Not Valid With Other Offers.
Expires 615188

411 S. Semoran Blvd. (Near X-Tra) • 679-1010.J

United Par·cel Service will
be accepting applications for
part~time loaders and unloaders.
Excellent Pay·- $~.00 an ~our.
Work shifts begin at 4':30 a.m., 5:30
p.m. or 11 :00 p.r.ri., Monday through
Friday ~or~week. 3 to 5 hour.s per day.

Please sign up for a.n in~erview in
the Career Resource Center,
ADM Suite 124.

L------------------~

~

Orie»tal
(407) 6-79-1838
Authentic Chinese Eatery
(Cafeteria Style)
Open Six Days A Week
•
•

Dine-In, Take-out
Party Catering

Opening Hours • 11:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.
Visit Us To Discov.er

Suncrest Village Shopping Center
10169 University Boulevard
(at Dean Road) •Orlando, FloHda 32817

For Delivery, Please Call FOOD EXP~ESS at (407) 830-1144

UPS is an equal opportunity employer..

First-year UCF tennis Coach Mike DeFranco is
the most likeable nut I have ever dealt with as a journalist.
He never hides from me what he's thinking. I
think. He just spits it out, especially when it is off the
record. And some of what he says must be kept off the
record because DeFranco is one of the few sources I
have had the pleasure of downing beers with at the
Knight Out Pub.
·
He has created a tennis environment at UCF
which is sort of like watching the movie One Flew
over the Cuckoo's Nest, with DeFranco playing the
same character that Jack Nicholson portrayed.
Every time I show up at the tennis courts expecting to write a boring story about guys on scholarship
hitting yellow balls around, I find out something
shocking, yet humorous instead.
It first began when former top player Jeff Davis
said he was so angry at the Athletic Department for
its lack offundingfor tennis that he didn't even want
UCF on his uniform. The next week he got his wish
when he quit the tennis team after losing a challenge
match to current top player, Pat Curry. DeFranco
would not let Davis play No. 1 after the loss.
Yet ironically, Davis was indirectly responsible for
getting DeFranco his job when he asked Randy
Romero, who supervises both men's and women's
tennis, to hire DeFranco. Davis and DeFranco were
teammates in 1984. Those were the days when a top. ranked Division II Mike DeFranco wore earrings, a blue
hairdo and long white pants at
matches he admits he commonly swore and cheated during.
That's why at the beginning
of the season he swore that he
would never allow his players
to put him through what he
put his coaches through. Hell.
The only difference is that
· ~ ..roles are reversed as DeFranco
DeFrenco
is putting his players through hell.
Like when he told the team they were going to
have to run 3 mi1es after a dual meet against
Jacksonville (dual meets typically last four or more
hours). Curry and some of the other players questioned this running policy before that dual meet
started, which they lost. After the dual meet, DeFranco had them run 9 miles.
DeFr;,mco further demonstrated hell when he
punished a couple of players that he accused of
tanking-tennis jargon for when a player dpesn't try
during his match.
He suspended Jose Perez and Sean Imhoff one
~atch, and, an hour before that match, DeFranco
made them stand in a corner of the fenced-in tennis
courts holding their rackets for an hour. "If you
disobey the law, you go to the house of pain," DeFran co joked about his discipline technique. "So they
stood in the corner like Little Jack Horner."
The next day, DeFranco kicked Perez off the team
when he complained about the hell he had to go
through, especially since he alone had to hold his
_
racket in the corner for a second day.
Then DeFranco struck again when he kicked
Marty Feldman off the team for complaining. DeFranco described Feldman as a chronic complainer
he didn't want to put up with or listen to anymore.
Now the team is down to six players, just enough
to make up a team. Incidentally, DeFranco has let up
on his tennis practices, perhaps knowing ifhe loses
another player he'll have no one left to coach.
Yet UCF has still been modestly successful in
tennis. The team is 11-11 and has a chance to have a
winning season when it plays host to Washington &
Lee today at 2 p.m. A victory would give the Knights
their first winning season since the days when DeFranco played.
The question now is what should be done about
DeFranco. Should he remain as coach when his players quit the team and constantly complain? Still,
even the players confess that he is willing to spend
numerous hour s hitting balls with them in a way that
still has most of that spark which made him a former
top-ranked national player. He does this for a $500
paycheck . So who else can the debt-ridden UCF
athletic department afford to get with one more year
to go before it is in the black? At the end of One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest , the mental hospital did not
let Jack Nicholson QUt. They gave him a lobotomy instead. Perhaps that is what the athletic department
should do to DeFranco. I don't know what should be
done. I just know that I like DeFranco, and I hope he
succeeds. He makes the nutty UCF tennis beat a
blast for anyone to cover.
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First baseman Vince Zawaski (wearing glasses) is congratulated after one of his home runs. Outfielder
Jim Crone runs down a fly ball during Friday's action.
·

Knights split with J_
U in inning fest
Christopher sent two home on a single in the top of
the third. But in the Knights' side of that inning,
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
Zawaski negated that when he hit his second homer
with a man on. Then, UCF made it a two-run game
Vince Zawaski, runningfrom second on a single hit when Morales hit a single, advanced to second on a
to right field by Carlos Morales, rounded the third wild pitch and came home on a single by Bill O'Toole.
UCF relief pitcher David Goins kept the Knights
base corner representing the winning run for UCF
in the game by pitching the next six innings without
against Jacksonville on Friday night.
The ball was gunned from right field to catcher giving up a run.
The Knights tied the game in the sixth inning.
Tony McGee, to the third base side of the plate.
Zawaski leaped over McGee and landed on home First, catcher Bobby Kiser reached first on a single
plate, giving the Knights a split of their twilight and then came home on a triple hit to the left field
warning track by Morales. Morales then scored the
double header.
UCF(31-12) lostthefirstgametoJacksonville(23- tying run on a ground ball hit by O'Toole.
But UCFs bats were silenced after ·that and
12) in extra innings, 11-8, and pulled out the second
Jacksonville put the game away in the top of the 10th
game, also in extra innings, 9-8.
Zawaski said he had no thoughts on his mind on inning. Goins, who was credited with the loss, alhis way home from third. "You don't know what to lowed the first two Jacksonville hitters to re.a ch base
think; you just run," said Zawaski, the Knights first on singles.
baseman.
·
Jeff Johnson came in relieffor Goins, but he failed
Zawaski hit a pair of two-run homers in the first to save the game. Robert Andrews batted in the
game which helped the Knights come back to tie the winning run for Jacksonville with a single that
game. "It seemed like we did everything in both brought two runners in. Then, McGee added insurgames to come from behind to win," he said. "We could ance when he hit a sacrifice fly to bring in the 11th
and final run.
tie it up, but we couldn't go ahead."
Jacksonville jumped on UCF right from the start
Jacksonville again jumped on the Knights at the
of the opening game when its first six batters scored start of the second game, scoring three runs off
against normally dependable Rich Polak, who came starter Jay Scott. The Knights cut that lead down
into the game with a 4-1 record and a 1.80 ERA.
when leadoff designated hitter Kelly Brown scored
UCF baseball coach Jay Bergman said, "I thought after reaching base with a single. Kiser batted him in
Jacksonville was the best hitting team we've seen all . with a single.
year."
The Knights tied it in the third when Zawaski
The Knights cut that lead in half in their half of the reached base on a dropped third strike, made it to
first inning. Designated hitter Scott Underwood third after an error on a grounder hit by Kiser, and
reached base on an error by the first b~seman. Under- then scored when Morales hit into a double play.
wood then came home on a double shot to center by
The teams swapped runs in the fourth and in the
second baseman Paul Pedersen.
top of the seventh, Jacksonville put two across on a
Then, Zawaski hit the first of his home runs, single by Jose Rodriguez.
puttip.g UCF within three.
.
Jacksonville then built a five-run lead when Sonny
SEE BASEBALL PAGE 11
by Scott Broden
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